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Welcome to another look at some of the highlights that are arriving on Blu-ray and DVD. There
are a few high-profile releases, as well as plenty of interesting independent features. So, if you
can’t make it out to the movies this week or need to stay indoors, be sure to give one of these
titles a try!

  

BIG NEW RELEASES!
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    COCAINE BEAR: Inspired very, very loosely by a real event, this horror/comedy involves a drugdealer who dies in a forest in Georgia while smuggling cocaine. A black bear finds part of thestash and ingests it, turning into a dangerous, angry creature on the prowl. When a group ofteenagers come upon the bear, they are immediately attacked. One of the youth’s motherheads out to try and stop the animal before it gets its paws on her daughter.   Response was all over the place for this feature, although it was more positive than negative.About one-third disliked the film, commenting that the characters weren’t well written, the jokesdidn’t work and that the movie needed a more grounded approach. Still, the majority did find themovie funny, saying it delivers exactly what it promises and features enjoyably over-the-topmayhem.   It stars Keri Russell, O’Shea Jackson Jr., Christian Convery, Alden Ehrenreich, Jesse TylerFerguson, Brooklynn Prince, Isiah Whitlock Jr., Kristofer Hivju, Margo Martindale and RayLiotta.  

    EMILY: Famous author Emily Brontë is the basis for this biopic. Taking a Gothic approach tohow the writer came up with Wuthering Heights, it presents Brontë as a tortured soulstruggling to deal with the death of her mother. Yearning for freedom yet feeling trapped by herfamily responsibilities, she tries to rebel and channel her complex feelings onto the written page.  Critics gave this U.K./U.S. co-production high marks. A small number complained that thenarrative was a complete work of fiction and that the real person deserved a more accurate andenlightening biography. Still, the consensus was that the cast were very strong and that thepicture effectively told a story of a woman fighting for independence. For the time being, this is aDVD-only release.   The cast includes Emma Mackey, Fionn Whitehead, Oliver Jackson-Cohen and AlexandraDowling.  

    KIDS VS. ALIENS: Enjoy low-budget genre pictures? The latest from the creator of Hobo with aShotgunfollows a kid who wants to make a career of directing monster movies. When his parents headout of town on Halloween, he decides to shoot a film while his older sister throws a wild party.Both siblings have their plans interrupted when aliens land on their lawn and attack. Everyone inthe house must band together to survive the onslaught.   Slightly more members of the press recommended this picture than panned it. A significantnumber didn’t like the protagonists or the aliens and found the end result choppy andineffective. But slightly more were amused by what they witnessed, calling it a straight-forwardand enjoyable throwback to both low-budget genre flicks and 80s cinema.   It features Dominic Mariche, Phoebe Rex, Calem MacDonald, Asher Grayson and JonathanTorrens.  

    LIVING WITH CHUCKY: This title was slated for release two weeks ago but experienced alast-minute delay and is now arriving on disc.   Back in 1988, a little horror flick called Child’s Play was released at cinemas. It did solidbusiness (making a little over three times its production budget), but few could have predictedthe franchise it would spawn – as of this year, there have been eight movies in total as well as aTV series. This documentary takes an in-depth examination of how the original film was made,the fanbase it developed, and how it was transformed into a massive franchise. The filmincludes interviews with writer/director/creator Don Mancini, Brad Dourif (who provides the voiceof Chucky), as well as crew and sequel cast members like Jennifer Tilly, Tony Gardner, DavidKirschner, Fiona Dourif, Marlon Wayans and John Waters.   Reaction has been uniformly positive from horror journalists. They all wrote that this was anexceptional documentary that presented a surprisingly personal and intimate look at theparticipants and the effect the films have had on their lives. They also appreciated learning newdetails about the movie and its follow-ups, saying it featured great stories and observationsabout the franchise.      MAGIC MIKE’S LAST DANCE: The title character returns in this sequel to the 2012 hit MagicMikeand its 2015 sequel. After a business deal goes bust, the lead is forced back into the world ofbartending and dancing. He meets a wealthy socialite who makes him an offer he can’t refuse,involving a trip to London for one final performance. After arriving, the hero discovers that thewoman bankrolling him has an alternate agenda and must pull the new show off against theodds.   Reaction towards this follow-up was split. Almost half were intrigued by the more serious storyabout a stripper trying to find a future for himself and called the end results spicy. Yet just asmany (and a few more) thought this effort was flat. They didn’t find the story interesting andcalled it muted and dull in comparison to its predecessors.   Channing Tatum, Salma Hayek, Caitlin Gerard, Gavin Spokes and Ayub Khan-Din headline thefeature.   

    MARLOWE: The famous detective Philip Marlowe gets a new adaptation in this crime/thrillerfrom Neil Jordan ( Greta, Ondine, Interview with the Vampire: The VampireChronicles , The Crying Game). In 1930s LosAngeles, a down-on-his-luck private eye is hired by a glamorous heiress to find her missinglover. The investigation takes the lead to Hollywood, where he uncovers a deadly conspiracyinvolving powerful figures.   Response towards this effort was muted. A small number thought it was an excellent neo-noirwith a fantastic cast and eye-popping visuals that kept them entertained throughout.Unfortunately, the majority didn’t care for the screenplay suggesting that despite a few funmoments the majority of it was unexciting and mundane.   It stars Liam Neeson, Jessica Lange, Diane Kruger, Alan Cumming, Danny Huston, AdewaleAkinnuoye-Agbaje and Colm Meaney.  
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      MAYBE I DO: Frustrated by her boyfriend’s unwillingness to commit to marriage, a youngwoman sets an ultimatum and retreats to get advice from her parents. The beau decides to talkit over with his family as well and come to a conclusion on whether he should finally propose.Little do the two know that their parents have already crossed paths in intimate ways. Whenthey all get together for dinner, the married couples are shocked at the sight of their potentialin-laws.   Critics largely panned this effort. About one-third of reviewers enjoyed the work of the cast andthought they were charming enough to overcome the story problems. However, most thoughtthe scenario presented was preposterous and inauthentic, suggesting that the materialdelivered little in the way of heat, laughs or heart.   It features Emma Roberts, Susan Sarandon, Richard Gere, Luke Bracey, Diane Keaton andWilliam H. Macy.  
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    RIGHTEOUS THIEVES: A varied group of thieves are approached by the head of a secretorganization with a challenge that none of them can refuse. They are asked to steal fourpaintings taken by Nazi forces during World War II and return the goods to their rightful owners.In order to succeed, the team must use their computer, safe-cracking and physical abilities todefeat the billionaire oligarch now possessing the artwork.   Reviews for this title have been abysmal. In fact, it has yet to receive a single positive review.Everyone claimed that the script was full of poorly written dialogue and featured over-the-top,yet indistinctive characters who had little of the charisma needed to keep viewers interested inthe heist. They all called the final product stale.   Cam Gigandet, Jaina Lee Ortiz, Lisa Vidal, Carlos Miranda, Michael Fairman and DanubeHermosillo headline the feature.  BLASTS FROM THE PAST!  Looking for something older? There are some great options this week, including a film that isconsidered one of the best ever made.   
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  Criterion is presenting The Seventh Seal (1957) in a 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray set. This famousSwedish title from Ingmar Bergman follows a knight who returns home from the Crusades tofind his country dealing with a plague. When Death appears before the protagonist, hechallenges the menacing figure to a game of chess in the hopes of escaping his fate. Besidesthe upgraded picture quality, the set includes a 2003 introduction to the film by Bergman, amovie historian audio commentary, a 2006 interview with Bergman, a 1998 audio discussion onthe picture with star Max Von Sydow, a 1989 tribute to Bergman by Woody Allen, a selectedvideo filmography tracing the Bergman’s career and a trailer.  
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    Kino is releasing a number of titles. The classic 12 Angry Men (1957) is getting the 4K Ultra HDtreatment. Henry Fonda stars in this tale about a trial and a jury holdout trying to convince hiscolleagues to reconsider evidence in order to prevent a miscarriage of justice. This edition doesnot feature the famous title on Blu-ray, but instead comes with a “Special Features Blu-ray” withmultiple commentary tracks, a making-of, featurettes on the picture and the 1997 WilliamFriedkin remake of the title featuring Jack Lemmon.  You can pick up the musical High, Wide, and Handsome (1937) with Irene Dunne, RandolphScott and Dorothy Lamour on Blu-ray as well. This disc includes a new 4K restoration of themovie.   Lady in a Jam (1942) is a screwball comedy also with Irene Dunne about a woman who ischarged as being insane while fighting to recoup her inheritance after losing it quickly. ThisBlu-ray features a film historian commentary.     Rio (1939) is also being made available on Blu-ray from the distributor. In this thriller, BasilRathbone plays a financier convicted for bank fraud who plots an escape in order to murder hiswife for falling for another, more honest man.   

    The great Al Pacino New York City cop drama Serpico (1973) is arriving in a new 4K Ultra HDand Blu-ray set. It’s about an idealistic officer who discovers corruption at his precinct. His life isthreatened when he goes public with his claims. Besides the new 4K restoration, this setincludes a film critic commentary, featurettes on the production, cast, and other facets of thefilm. It also comes with publicity materials like a photo gallery and trailer.     Kino is also putting out the Lon Chaney feature The Trap (1922) on Blu-ray. The silent filmfollows a miner who plots revenge on the man who steals his fortune. Universal Picturesrecently completed a 4K restoration of the picture for this release. It also comes with a score forthe main feature, a 65-minute documentary, as well as a western short with Chaney.  
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  Paramount is reissuing the well-regarded Mark Wahlberg/Christian Bale boxing drama TheFighter(2010) on Blu-ray.  

  The studio is also rereleasing the Cheech & Chong comedy Up in Smoke (1978) in highdefinition. You can pick it up in a “45thAnniversary Limited Edition Stash Box” which contains the Blu-ray in a wooden box. If this allsounds familiar, this is a reissue of a previous set, but it might be of interest to those who didn’tpick it up a few years back. Apparently, there are plenty of fun extras on the disc itself, likecommentary tracks and more.  
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    And Warner Bros. is giving their DC animated superhero title All-Star Superman (2011) a 4KUltra HD and Blu-ray release. This well-reviewed effort follows a poisoned Superman in failinghealth trying to stop Lex Luthor from taking over the world. Besides the upgrade in picturequality, it comes with all previously released bonuses, as well as a new salute to the characterand a look at the screenwriting process.  

    Finally, the studio is delivering a 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray edition of the James Dean classic, Rebel Without a Cause (1955). As the title suggests, the story involves rebellious teenagers who act out as a way ofdealing with family trouble in their households. Extras are the same as the studio’s 2013 Blu-rayedition, but this version features even sharper and more striking image quality that will wowanyone who owns a big-screen television.  YOU KNOW, FOR KIDS!  If you appreciate Mighty Morphin Power Rangers and similar Japanese entertainment, you maywant to give the below title a try.  Chikyuu Sentai Fiveman The Complete Series (Shout! Factory) DVD  ON THE TUBE!  And here are the week’s TV-themed releases.  American Experience: Zora Neale Hurston: Claiming a Space (PBS) DVD  Blondie The Complete 1957 Television Series (ClassicFlix) Blu-ray  Chikyuu Sentai Fiveman The Complete Series (Shout! Factory) DVD  Marie Antoinette Season 1 (PBS) DVD  Midsomer Murders Series 23 (Acorn) Blu-ray  VISIT: WWW.CINEMASTANCE.COM    
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